Two retinal processes displayed in the cat electroretinogram.
Local stimulation of dark adapted cat's retina with spots of light of various intensities elicits a complex b-wave in which four deflections can be consistently identified. An analysis of these wavelets recorded with the low frequency cut off at 80 Hz is made in an attempt to infer their origin. The experimental conditions under which these wavelets were studied were standardized by stimulation with a spot of light at different intensities, frequencies and positions in the visual field. The changes in amplitude and latency by those different conditions of stimulation and by the intravenous (i.v.) injection of additional doses of nembutal, suggests that these peaks are triggered by two retinal excitatory processes related to the scotopic system. It is also pointed out that components 1-2 are mainly determined by the activation of retinal cells which correspond to the area centralis and that components 3-4 represent the activity of retinal cells from the lateral regions (nasal and temporal). The possible clinical use of our results is discussed.